Novel combined variants of LDLR and LDLRAP1 genes causing severe familial hypercholesterolemia.
Familial hypercholesterolemia (FH) is a predominantly autosomal dominant hereditary disorder with significant potential for expansion of coronary artery disease. To identify candidate variant/s in FH phenotype implicated genes, next-generation sequencing was performed using a targeted customized gene panel. We recognized a 45-year-old Saudi female FH patient with double variants in the LDLR [c.1255 T > G, p.(Y419D)] and LDLRAP1 genes [c.604_605delTCinsA, p.(S202Tfs*2)]. The proband was found to be homozygous for the LDLR variant and heterozygous for the LDLRAP1 variant. Three of the proband's children were found to be double heterozygous for the LDLR/LDLRAP1 gene variant. While her other three children were heterozygous for the same single LDLR variant. Both variants were not previously reported. The variants segregation pattern correlated with the clinical picture and with the patient's lipid profile. FH severity was greater in the proband while her children did not show any clinical manifestations. The missense variant p.(Y419D) was found to be deleterious and clinically significant based on prediction identified by PolyPhen-2 and Proven. Molecular dynamics simulation was used to further analyze the effect of the variant p.(Y419D) on the structure and function of the LDLR protein. The secondary structure was investigated, as well as the solvent accessibility and stabilizing residues. The frameshift variant of the LDLRAP1 gene results in a truncated peptide that could affect the cellular internalization of LDLR/LDL complex. The finding of the combined variants in LDLR/LDLRAP1 genes triggering a severe FH phenotype is essential to elaborate the spectrum of variants causing FH and to understand the genotype-phenotype correlation.